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WITNESS IS AN INTERNATIONAL HUMAN RIGHTS ORGANIZATION THAT
USES THE POWER OF MEDIA TO BRING LOCAL STORIES OF INJUSTICE TO
THE ATTENTION OF THE WORLD AND HELP END HUMAN RIGHTS ABUSES.
CO-FOUNDED BY MUSICIAN AND ACTIVIST PETER GABRIEL, WITNESS HAS
PROVIDED VIDEO CAMERAS AND TRAINING TO OVER 150 PARTNERS IN 50
COUNTRIES. OUR PARTNERS ARE LOCAL NON-GOVERNMENTAL ORGANIZATIONS
(NGOS) AND ACTIVISTS WORKING ON THE FRONTLINES OF GRASSROOTS
MOVEMENTS FOR CHANGE. 

THIS YEAR WITNESS IS PROUD TO CELEBRATE 
10 YEARS OF GIVING LOCAL GROUPS A GLOBAL VOICE.



1 • Forcing the Philippine government to prosecute 
the murderers of indigenous activists, who were 
peacefully pursuing ancestral land claims, after 
footage of the attacks was broadcast.

• Convincing the Dominican government to allow 
28 Dominicans of Haitian descent who had been 
illegally deported to return home in safety after 
years of exile.

• Pressuring the U.N. to examine abusive practices 
at psychiatric institutions in Kosovo by screening 
footage of the abuses for U.N. Delegates, NGOs 
and activists.

• Helping persuade the GAP and other retailers to 
settle a landmark Federal class-action lawsuit 
alleging violations of workers' rights on the island
of U.S. Saipan - the result of a major advocacy 
campaign undertaken by a consortium of human rights
groups supported by the WITNESS documentary
Behind the Labels.

• Reaching the highest levels of government in Sierra
Leone to address the pervasive use of rape as a 
weapon of war through the Operation Fine Girl
documentary and associated outreach campaign.

• Launching a multi-tiered education campaign 
around the documentary Books Not Bars to 
reform the prison industrial system and illustrate 
the negative impact of this for-profit industry 
on youth;

• Establishing 6 new partnerships with NGOs and 
activists in India, Romania, the Gambia, the 
Philippines, and Israel and the Occupied Territories;

• Providing video training and equipment upgrades 
to existing partners in El Salvador, Colombia,
Guatemala, Honduras, Argentina, Sierra Leone,
Gabon, the Gambia, Israel and the Occupied 
Territories, Burma, Nepal, India, Bangladesh,
the Philippines and Cambodia;

• Producing 9 new documentaries highlighting 
issues including foreign investment in Burma,
forensic science as a tool for human rights 
work, Afghanistan in the wake of the American-
led invasion, discrimination against Arab-Israeli 
citizens by the State of Israel, and indigenous 
rights in the Philippines;

• Broadcasting new ‘Rights Alerts’ videos on the 
WITNESS website every six weeks on critical 
human rights issues and offering ways for visitors
to take action;

• Garnering the attention of major media outlets 
including The Washington Post, The New York 
Times, The Daily News, The Village Voice, CNN,
BBC, PBS, Canal +, CBSNews.com and others;

• Reaching out to ever-expanding audiences world 
wide as a result of new programs at universities 
and schools and participation in film festivals 
and conferences.

2002 ACCOMPLISHMENTS
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INTRODUCTION

WITNESS’ fundamental task is to ensure that 
the public, who can demand change - and the 
governing bodies that can shape policy - see,
acknowledge, and respond to the abuses our 
partners risk their lives to oppose. To accomplish
this goal, WITNESS supports our partners through
every step in the process of video production,
distribution, advocacy, outreach and political action.

To measure our success, we ask ourselves three 
key questions:  

1 Does WITNESS identify, equip and train new 
partners and provide existing partners with 
advanced training in script development and 
post-production?

2 Do WITNESS partners find and reach key audiences
whose knowledge, support, and activism can help
advance the cause of human rights in general and
our partners’ goals in particular?

3 Do WITNESS partners achieve concrete changes 
in policies and practices?

We are pleased to report that in 2002 the answer to
all of these questions is a resounding “yes”. One of
our most significant recent successes - the arrest 
of the perpetrators of a brutal attack on indigenous
people attempting to peacefully and legally pursue
land claims - reflects our commitment to support our
partners through the entire cycle of training, advocacy,
and creating change. 



PARTNERS

In 2002, WITNESS established new partnerships
with 6 human rights groups:

Vanagana works in the Bundelkhand region of Uttar
Pradesh, India, to provide women with work skills and
to protect them from domestic violence, exploitation,
abuse, and class and caste discrimination.
Vanangana’s main aims are to empower women by
helping them acquire technical skills, secure self-
employment and income, ensure regenerated water
resources and undertake land development.

Peoples Watch, based in Tamil Nadu, India, works
on social justice issues for Dalits (the so-called
‘untouchables’) and is a leader in the effort to put
caste discrimination on the international agenda.  

Romani-Criss, a Romanian-based organization,
fights for the creation and implementation of public
policy programs for the benefit of the local Roma
(also known as Gypsy) community.

NEW PARTNERS

Institute for Human Rights and Development,
based in the Gambia, provides training in the
investigation, preparation, and presentation of
human rights cases before the African Commission.

Impede, a human rights and environmental 
organization in Mindanao, Philippines, focuses on
extrajudicial killings and on human rights violations
against beneficiaries in aid projects.

The Palestine Human Rights Monitoring Group
(PHRMG), an independent non-governmental
organization working to end human rights violations
committed against Palestinians in the West Bank,
Gaza Strip, and East Jerusalem, covers violations by
both Israel and the Palestinian Authority, and reports
these violations to a Palestinian audience. PHRMG's
current principle focus is on Israeli Settler violence
perpetrated against Palestinians.
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OUR PARTNERSHIP WITH WITNESS BROUGHT US TO A WHOLE NEW
LEVEL. THEIR TECHNICAL AND STRATEGIC GUIDANCE HELPED US 
CREATE THE MOST SUCCESSFUL CAMPAIGN IN OUR ORGANIZATION’S
HISTORY AND IT WOULDN’T HAVE BEEN POSSIBLE WITHOUT THE 
VISIBILITY WITNESS HELPED US ACHIEVE THROUGH VIDEO.”
Eric Rosenthal, Executive Director, Mental Disability Rights International, Washington, D.C.

“
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WE COULD NOT DARE VENTURE INTO VIDEO DOCUMENTATION AND
PRODUCTION SINCE WE DID NOT HAVE THE EQUIPMENT. HOWEVER, WHEN
WE GOT A LOAN IN FORM OF A DV CAMERA FROM WITNESS, THERE WAS 
A LIGHT AT THE END OF THE TUNNEL. WHAT FOLLOWED IS UNBELIEVABLE:
WE GOT THE WHOLE NATION TALKING, CREATING THE TWO HIGHEST
WATCHED PROGRAMS ON TELEVISION.”
Anonymous partner, Africa

“

EQUIPMENT UPGRADES

In 2002, WITNESS provided camera equipment
upgrades for 4 longstanding partners:

Asociación Entre Amigos (Asociación Salvadorena
de Desarrollo Integral para Minorias Sexuales), El
Salvador (Between Friends), based in San Salvador,
is an organization providing sex education to the
gay, lesbian, bisexual and transgender community,
and to the wider public. They have also spoken 
out about human rights violations against sexual
minorities and the failure of authorities to investigate
such abuses.

Asociación para la Promoción Social Alternativa
(MINGA), COLOMBIA, MINGA, which means 
‘collective work project’ in the indigenous language,
is dedicated to representing political prisoners and
families of victims of violence. MINGA works to
protect and promote basic human rights through
legal advice and representation, investigation,
community education and media relations. Its work
is generally focused on the three rural provinces of
Colombia: Ocaña, Catatumbo, and south of Cesar.

Burma Issues (BI), BURMA, helps grassroots 
communities in war zones that have been affected
by the Burmese military’s abuses to strengthen and
build their non-violent movement for peace and to
educate others about the situation they confront.
Staff members of BI travel and work throughout the
conflict zones, collecting documentation of rights
violations in areas where the military government
systematically destroys the ability of rural ethnic
minorities to live in peace, grow crops, and sustain
their livelihoods. They have worked over the past 
5 years with grassroots communities among the
minorities of Burma, including Karen, Karenni and
Shan. Their video work has involved documentation
of human rights abuses via testimony and 
direct evidence. 

Handicapés Sans Frontières (HSF), GABON,
founded in 1994, defends the interests of disabled
people of all nationalities living in Gabon. Its main
objectives are to fight against the social exclusion 
of disabled individuals and to defend the rights of
silent minorities and indigenous peoples.
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PARTNER TRAININGS  

Between January and December of 2002, WITNESS
held basic and intermediate trainings for many of our
partners - teaching them how to document human
rights abuses safely and effectively with video. Since
some film under especially dangerous circumstances,
we are developing advanced training materials and
technology kits that address filming in high risk and
technically challenging situations.

Central American Trainings: In July, Program
Coordinator Sam Gregory traveled to Guatemala,
Honduras and El Salvador to work with three WITNESS
partners: Entre Amigos, Comité de Emergencia
Garífuna, and Jesus Tecú Osorio. Over the course 
of three weeks, we provided the groups with tailored
training in camera, advocacy and editing, worked
with them to plan future advocacy and assess past
campaigns, and identified needs for future training
and equipment. Cameras and editing software were
delivered to two partners and a series of newly
developed training materials were distributed 
in Spanish.

The value of the camera as ‘witness’ to events, and
as a tool for assuring accountability, was made clear
during the trip. While traveling in Honduras, the Comité
de Emergencia Garífuna came upon the newly elected
governor of this province. They approached him and
listed their grievances. With the camera rolling, the
Governor made a series of commitments to members
of the Comité. The next day, the Comité employed the
same tactic - a video ‘ambush’- to secure commitments
from the local mayor to allow participation in setting the
agenda for the Honduran President’s forthcoming
visit to the area. 

In Guatemala, cameras wielded by Jesus Tecú Osorio
and his colleagues were the only ones present in
their hometown of Rabinal as over 450 former militia
members gathered to demand compensation for
their services to the government in the 1980’s. 
This growing ex-militia movement across the country
has a damaging impact on Guatemalans as they try
to move beyond the legacy of violence. Jesus Tecú
Osario a survivor of a massacre committed the militia,
stood in a field and watched as colleagues filmed
the murderers of his family demanding money for
their services to the government. 
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OTHER RECENT TRAININGS:

VANANGANA. Huma Khan, the group’s coordinator,
participated in basic camera training and discussed
advocacy plans with WITNESS staff in New York.
Vanangana works in the Bundelkhand region of Uttar
Pradesh, India, to provide women with work skills and
protect them from violence. WITNESS is currently
planning local trainings for 2003 for VANANGANA
staff in Uttar Pradesh and for staff at People’s Watch
- Tamil Nadú.

Forum for Democratic Initiatives (FORDI). Award-
winning filmmaker Lilibet Foster provided camera
training to Charlie Hughes, the group’s director, in
Sierra Leone. Founded in 1995 to contribute to the
process of consolidating democracy in Sierra Leone,
FORDI engages in civic education, public policy
advocacy and peace building. The organization is
currently working on a film documenting human
rights violations against children in Sierra Leone.

Institute for Human Rights and Development.
Julia Harrington, the Executive Director of this 
new partner in The Gambia, received an introductory
training on camera basics in New York followed by
intensive Video Action Plan development.

B’TSELEM. This Israeli human rights group, founded
in 1989 by a group of Knesset members, public
figures, lawyers, academics and journalists 
to protect human rights in the Occupied Territories,
received consultation on camera usage in Israel.

The Palestinian Human Rights Monitoring Group.
This Palestinian human rights organization, based 
in East Jerusalem, received basic on-site camera
training in May.

Comité de Emergencia Garifuna. In New York,
WITNESS coordinated a 5 day script development
and post-production training for the Comité prior to
the on-site summer trainings. During the training,
the Comité and WITNESS staff worked on the script
and rough-cut of a new documentary on the Garífunas’
struggle against wealthy ranchers who are trying to
build an illegal highway on Garífuna land. Targeted 
at members of USAID in Honduras and government
officials, this video urges support for extending the
existing, legal highway rather than continuing with
the new, damaging and illegal highway.

EAAF. WITNESS supported staff members from
EAAF (Argentine Forensic Anthropology Team) in
ongoing editing and post-production training that
culminated in the Following Antigone production.  
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participated in both the second Steering Committee
workshop of the Television Trust for the Environment
(TVE) Asia-Pacific Truth Talking Project and the final
project meeting, where the participants reviewed rough
and final cuts of videos from 6 countries produced
under the project’s auspices on a wide range of civil
society and human rights issues. WITNESS is
providing human rights, advocacy and outreach
feedback on how to maximize the impact of the
productions. A screening and related discussion 
was also held, including the Seeing is Believing video
featuring WITNESS partners. The Truth Talking project
resulted in 6 half-hour documentaries produced by
TVE and its locally-based partners in association with
WITNESS. Topics addressed include discrimination
around HIV/AIDS in Nepal, acid attacks and women’s
rights in Bangladesh, and dealing with the legacy of
violence in Cambodia. These documentaries premiered
in the countries where they were produced and are
being distributed to television and to organizations
and governmental entities.

WITNESS partner JOEY LOZANO, from the Philippines,
attended a 5-day editing workshop at WITNESS and
subsequently provided initial video training to IMPEDE,
a new WITNESS partner based in Mindanao,
Philippines. Since then he has provided additional
trainings to IMPEDE and to NAKAMATA, another
Philippines-based WITNESS partner. Joey is also
collaborating with WITNESS on a training module
outlining his experiences using video in grassroots
human rights documentation and as an advocacy tool.

BURMA Issues. WITNESS led a multiple-day video
strategy and training planning session with staff from
partners at Burma Issues in Bangkok, Thailand. 
In this session, current collaborations and video
productions were reviewed and analyzed, and plans
were made for extensive training in 2003, drawing
on WITNESS resources and locally-based trainers.

WITNESS OPENED OPPORTUNITIES TO DEVELOP MYSELF AND MY 
ORGANIZATION. IT MADE OUR ADVOCACY WORK FASTER AND THUS MORE
EFFECTIVE LITERALLY ON A WORLDWIDE SCALE. BECAUSE OF THE NEW
TECHNOLOGY (ESPECIALLY INTERNET AND THE WEB) IT MADE AVAILABLE
TO ITS PARTNERS, WITNESS UPLIFTED THE LIVES OF THOSE LONG
ABUSED IN A MANNER THAT WE HAD NEVER EXPECTED.”
Joey Lozano,WITNESS partner, Philippines

“
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TRAINING AND ASSISTANCE FOR
ORGANIZATIONS OUTSIDE 
THE WITNESS NETWORK
WITNESS worked with HUMAN RIGHTS WATCH (HRW)
and MEMORIAL, a Chechnya-based human rights
organization, to produce a short compilation of video
testimonies from families of the ‘disappeared’ in
Chechnya that was broadcast on HRW’s website and
distributed to the media.

WITNESS teamed up with the ACLU and Emmy-
nominated producer Tia Lessin to produce a 30-
second Public Service Announcement for national
distribution on the ongoing detention by the INS 
of immigrants of Middle Eastern descent.  

WITNESS participated in the first Ruckus Society
Technology Toolbox Action Camp in California, where
approximately 150 technology activists gathered to
share ideas for applying technology in their campaigns,
discuss the state of tech activism, compare notes,
and brainstorm. WITNESS Program Associate Ronit
Avni co-facilitated a hands-on, weeklong workshop
on Digital Witnessing with WITNESS partner Amazon
Watch and the Third World Majority. Participants
included members of Greenpeace, the Prison Activist
Resource Center, Indy Media, Sierra Madre, Accion
Ecologica, the Open Society Institute, and others.

The World Federalist Movement/Coalition for an
International Court staff participated in basic
technical training to prepare them to videotape events
at the 9th Preparatory Commission Meeting for the
International Criminal Court at the United Nations. 



In the months preceding these victories, Behind the
Labels was screened in over 60 cities - at colleges,
churches, high schools and community organizations
- mostly during the ‘Looking Behind the Labels’
Week from April 24-May 1. The week-long ‘call to
action’ was a joint effort of WITNESS, AFL-CIO, United
Students Against Sweatshops (USAS), the Campaign
for Labor Rights, UNITE!, MediaRights.org and
Global Exchange. Action materials developed by
WITNESS for Behind the Labels included a screening
manual, posters, action materials and sample press
releases and media guidelines. The documentary
was distributed through a grant from the ARCA
Foundation to 100 student affiliates of USAS 
around the country. It was also screened at USAS
conferences nationwide.

On September 26, the GAP, other U.S. retailers
buying garments manufactured on Saipan, and 23
Saipan manufacturers settled claims against them
in a landmark federal class-action lawsuit alleging
violations of wage and hour laws and other workers’
rights. Earlier, in May, a judge on Saipan preliminarily
approved the settlements by 19 other retailers, which
the GAP and others had tried to block, and ruled that
thousands of former and current Saipan garment
workers could sue the retailers and their contracted
factories as a class. This ruling was a key success
for groups campaigning against sweatshop abuses
on the island.
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USING VIDEO TO 
CREATE CHANGE

NEW OUTREACH SUCCESSES

BEHIND THE LABELS: GARMENT WORKERS ON U.S. SAIPAN
WITNESS distributed Behind the Labels: Garment Workers on U.S. Saipan as a tool for a major
campaign to pressure U.S. clothing companies to reform labor practices on the Pacific island
of Saipan - the only U.S. territory exempt from federal minimum wage and immigration laws.
Lured by false promises and driven by desperation, thousands of Chinese and Filipina women
pay high fees to work in ‘sweatshop’ factories on Saipan, where 14-hour shifts, payless days and
lock-downs are routine. The clothing they sew, bearing the "Made in the USA" label, is shipped
duty- and quota-free to the U.S for sale at the GAP, J. Crew, Polo and other major retailers.

In the last year, WITNESS has continued active outreach campaigns for recent productions which have been
shown at film festivals, in schools and universities, on television, on the web, and before powerful governing
institutions. Noteworthy achievements include:
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Feedback from ‘Looking Behind the Labels’ Week was
overwhelmingly positive and audiences participated in a
number of actions calling for legislative reform against
companies manufacturing on Saipan. WITNESS also
coordinated a Capitol Hill screening, sponsored by Rep.
George Miller (D-CA),a longstanding supporter of reform
on Saipan,and is now working with Congressional allies
to move the issue back onto the legislative agenda.
This past Fall, sweatshop monitoring groups in East
Asia took copies of the video back to the communities
in China where Saipan garment workers are reunited
to communicate the growing movement for change.

Behind the Labels was shown at an organizing
conference of the Clean Clothes Campaign (the largest
global anti-sweatshops movement) held in Germany,
which looked at legal tactics in anti-sweatshop work.
The Clean Clothes Campaign is interested in using
the film in its worldwide campaigns. In addition, the
National Organization for Women (NOW) has been
presenting Behind the Labels at its regional
conferences and recommending the video to local
groups for use in its campaign against Walmart.  

The documentary was also broadcast in June on a
major Australian television network, generating a
spike in hits to the WITNESS website as well as a
surge in people taking action and writing to learn how
to get involved in ending abuses on Saipan and more
about anti-sweatshop work in general. A major
educational distributor for New Zealand and Australia
will also distribute Behind the Labels in schools and
universities throughout both countries.

Behind the Labels was produced and directed for
WITNESS and Oxygen in 2001 by two-time Emmy
Award nominated producer Tia Lessin, and recently
received the 2002 Sydney Hillman Prize for Best
Television/Radio.

BEHIND THE LABELS BRINGS A GREAT DEAL OF AWARENESS TO EVERYONE
WHO WATCHES IT. YOU ARE ABLE TO SEE THE CONDITIONS AND HEAR NOT
ONLY ABOUT HOW THE WOMEN AND MEN ARE TREATED BUT ALSO WHAT IS
NOT BEING DONE ABOUT IT... IT IS A VERY INTENSE AND WELL THOUGHT
OUT FILM. WE’RE GOING TO SHOW IT AGAIN NEXT YEAR.” 
United Students Against Sweatshops, University of San Francisco

“



Operation Fine Girl premiered in January in Freetown,
Sierra Leone, where it was introduced by the country’s
Attorney General to an audience of over 160 NGO
representatives and members of the government.
Sierra Leone Broadcasting Service (SLBS), UNAMSIL
Radio, Talking Drum Radio, and Radio Democracy
representatives covered the premiere. SLBS
government-sponsored TV followed up with a news
program interviewing Ms. Mansaray and reinforcing
the important role of Operation Fine Girl as a tool for
discussion and healing. 

In addition, Radio UNAMSIL and Radio Democracy
held panel discussions on the documentary with Ms.
Mansaray and producer/director Lilibet Foster to
discuss the importance of having a national dialogue -
for the long-term purpose of sensitization, reintegration,
peace-building and reconciliation, and to keep rape
used as a weapon of war on the agenda as the
country makes a transition to peace. After its premiere,
the police asked Ms. Mansaray to work with them to
use the videotape as a training tool for new recruits
locally and to sensitize individuals in positions of
power. Through the ensuing radio discussions and
heresay, almost everyone in Freetown has heard of
the documentary and demand for tapes has
exceeded supply.

OPERATION FINE GIRL: RAPE AS A WEAPON OF WAR IN SIERRA LEONE
This documentary features the intimate stories of three young girls who experienced rape as a
weapon of war in the drawn-out civil war in Sierra Leone. WITNESS filmmakers, working with an
expert on the issue of violence against women, Binta Mansaray, travelled to Sierra Leone to
make the first and only documentary that reports extensively on this hidden yet pervasive part
of the war. The filmmakers also took the risk to travel to the headquarters of the Revolutionary
United Front (RUF) to obtain one of the first recorded interviews with the perpetrators. Operation
Fine Girl ultimately goes beyond the borders of Sierra Leone to offer a stark look at how and
why women and children are often the most victimized in wartime. 
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ON BEHALF OF THE SPECIAL COURT WORKING GROUP, I EXTEND OUR
SINCEREST APPRECIATION TO WITNESS FOR AVAILING US THE UNIQUE
OPPORTUNITY OF USING OPERATION FINE GIRL TO REINFORCE THE
OUTREACH ON THE SPECIAL COURT FOR SIERRA LEONE.”
Executive Secretary, Special Court Working Group, Sierra Leone

“



12Operation Fine Girl has created an impact on
thousands of viewers from all walks of life but
particularly on policy and decision-makers.
Organizations including the Special Court Working
Group, Campaign for Good Governance, the human
rights section of the United Nations Peacekeeping
Mission in Sierra Leone, refugee agencies such as the
UNHCR, child protection agencies such as UNICEF
and COOPI, and agencies working with survivors of
sexual violence such as FAWE, have been using the
tape for staff sensitization. Perhaps most significantly,
four of the investigators of gender-based crimes and
violations of child rights in Sierra Leone have seen
the tape and are planning for all of the prosecutor’s
team and the judges to view it as soon as possible.

WITNESS recently raised funds to allow Ms. Mansaray
to purchase a television, VCR, and mobile generator
that will be available for loan to the dozens of groups
around the country that want to screen the video but
do not have the equipment or the electricity to do so.

(OPERATION FINE GIRL) GIVES INSIGHT, TANGIBLE AND VISIBLE EVIDENCE
OF WHAT HAPPENED. IT HIGHLIGHTS THE DISPARITY OF EXPERIENCES OF
THE VICTIMS AND PERPETRATORS. IT IS A LEAD FOR POTENTIAL WITNESSES
AND SET THE STANDARD FOR INVESTIGATION.”
Lead investigator, gender-based crimes, Sierra Leone

After the official launch of the documentary in Freetown,
a community test screening sponsored by Action Aid and
led by Ms. Mansaray was held for the general public
in the town of Port Loko. The head of the community
introduced Operation Fine Girl and reinforced its
importance in putting forward issues that must be
addressed if there is to be sustainable peace and
reconciliation. Hundreds crowded the town’s main
square to watch the documentary projected onto a
large screen. One boy asked if the video could be
screened again for a group of former child combatants,
and girls came forward to ask questions, share
experiences, and ask for acceptance by the community.
Many other public screenings have since been held
throughout the country.  

“



As part of a major education campaign to support
Books Not Bars, WITNESS and its partners developed
an Action Pack that provides examples of tangible
ways for youth to participate in the movement to reform
the U.S. prison system, and created a lesson plan
for high school students that examines incarceration-
related issues within a human rights framework. 
The resources are available free of charge at
www.witness.org.  

WITNESS is currently distributing the video to
organizations across the nation that are fighting 
for prison reform. In September, the Open Society
Institute supported a national mailing to 300 youth
activists and educators offering the video and Action
Pack at a reduced price. The mailing included a
questionnaire asking organizations if they would be
willing to serve as locally-based contacts if students,
journalists and educators want to learn more about
the work to reform the juvenile justice system in
their own communities. 

13 BOOKS NOT BARS
Public spending to support increased incarceration is booming while spending for public
education has dwindled dramatically. Youth of color are being discriminated against in their
neighborhoods, in their schools, and in the courts, where an African-American youth is 48
times more likely to be convicted of a drug offense than his white peer. In response to these
critical issues, WITNESS joined together with Columbia University Law School's Human 
Rights Institute and the Ella Baker Center for Human Rights to produce Books Not Bars,
a documentary about the inspiring youth-led movement against the growth of the prison
industry in the U.S.

THE FEEDBACK WE HAVE RECEIVED FROM OUR LARGE SCREENINGS AT
COLUMBIA AS WELL AS SMALLER CLASSROOM SCREENINGS INDICATES
THAT (BOOKS NOT BARS) IS AN EXTREMELY EFFECTIVE TOOL TO EDUCATE
YOUNG PEOPLE... PRISONERS’ RIGHTS GROUPS ALSO HAVE INFORMED
US THAT THE VIDEO CAN BE VERY USEFUL TO ORGANIZATIONS ENGAGED
IN ADVOCACY TO STOP THE GROWTH OF PRISONS, AND COMBAT
ABUSES AND RACISM WITHIN THE CRIMINAL JUSTICE SYSTEM.”
Cynthia Soohoo, Project Director, Human Rights Institute, Columbia University Law School, New York

“



14To date, 15 respondents have ordered the video, 14
organizations have joined the WITNESS mailing list,
and 11 groups have offered to serve as regional
liaisons should Books Not Bars be televised.

WITNESS has capitalized on its new alliances with
educators to further refine and enhance the Action
Pack. For instance, WITNESS convened two roundtable
discussions with teachers, after-school educators
and activists about ways to enhance its applicability to
various disciplines and fields. The groups examined
the themes raised by the video and their intersection
with the subjects studied by 10th and 11th graders -
the range of youth determined to derive the most value
from the video - in search of different entry points for
classroom implementation. These educators provided
ideas for innovative exercises and techniques for
successfully integrating the materials into a broad
range of school subjects.

WITNESS is in advanced discussions with Street Law
- an organization providing practical, participatory
education on law, democracy and human rights -
about commissioning their services to produce new
components of the lesson plans. With Street Law’s
educational materials currently utilized in classrooms
in every state, Books Not Bars will reach an expansive
network of educational professionals in 2003.

WITNESS is also exploring a distribution agreement
with the Map for Life Program at Directions for Our
Youth, which would introduce Books Not Bars into its
programming. Directions for Our Youth is a community-
based organization that has conducted drop-out
prevention and life skills programs in New York City
public schools since 1991, and is now implementing
the Map for Life Program in 20 schools.

WITNESS also distributed Books Not Bars to 
more than 250 business and nonprofit leaders 
and philanthropists to raise their awareness of the 
profit motive in the drive for expansion of the prison-
industrial complex. Recipients were requested to
review the materials and pass them along to their
peers or to youth organizations working on these
issues. As an ongoing goal, WITNESS continues to
explore dialogue with corporate leaders that utilize
prison labor or profit in other ways from the growth
of the prison industry.

WITNESS and the Ella Baker Center are coordinating
an intensive campaign to broadcast the video on
television as well as to press for federal legislation
investing in education over incarceration.



As a result of the campaign by a number of human
rights organizations and the WITNESS documentary,
the Dominican government signed an agreement with
the Inter-American Commission on Human Rights and
the petitioners for the case to allow 28 Dominicans of
Haitian descent and Haitians who had been expelled
to return to their homes to live and work in safety in
their own land. The government's acceptance of
these individuals’ rights may open the door for the
thousands of other Dominicans of Haitian descent
who were expelled to return.

In October, WITNESS Program Associate Ronit Avni
met with a delegation of 17 professionals from Haiti
that included human rights lawyers and judges at
the UN Department of State. They watched Expelled
and discussed ways of using video to promote 
social change.

15 EXPELLED
WITNESS collaborated with the National Coalition for Haitian Rights (NCHR) and Columbia
University Law School’s Human Rights Clinic to fight the Dominican government’s practice 
of illegally expelling people of Haitian descent from the Dominican Republic. Together we
produced Mass Expulsions of Suspected Haitians by the Dominican Republic: Recent Episodes of
a Recurring Practice. The video was initially produced to serve as evidence in the case before
the Inter-American Court for Human Rights in Costa Rica. It was subsequently screened before
the UN Human Rights Committee in March 2001 during the UNHRC’s review of the
Dominican government's official report on its human rights record. Two months later, WITNESS
broadcast the video, titled Expelled, as a ‘Rights Alert’ on our website www.witness.org. 
The ‘Rights Alert’ was accompanied by an on-line opportunity to pressure the Dominican
government to recognize and remedy the problem of mass expulsions.
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NEW PRODUCTIONS

WITNESS completed production on 9 new documentaries in 2002:

FUELING ABUSE: FOREIGN INVESTMENT AND TERROR IN BURMA
WITNESS recently completed a new ‘Rights Alert’, for webcast and for distribution to advocacy
groups working in Burma, titled Fueling Abuse. Produced in collaboration with the Burma
Humanitarian Mission and students at the Bard Human Rights Clinic, the 6-minute video
addresses the oppression of Karen ethnic minority civilians in eastern Burma, drawing attention
to the dire situation in Burma, where the military junta is systematically uprooting villages and
brutalizing the civilian population. Foreign investment has provided much of the funding to fuel
the repressive policies of the junta, and the video draws attention to the action campaigns of
leading advocacy groups pressuring companies to withdraw from projects in Burma. 

NO PLACE TO GO: INTERNALLY DISPLACED PEOPLE IN BURMA
No Place to Go is based upon the harrowing testimony of internally displaced persons (IDPs) in
eastern Burma. The IDPs tell the story of their experiences as the Burmese military government
has systematically killed its own people using forced labor, forced movement, arbitrary executions
and massacres. Almost a million people, primarily ethnic minorities such as the Karen, have
been driven from their homes and forced to run into relocation camps or into the jungle, where
they have limited access to healthcare, shelter, food or education, and must constantly relocate
to avoid attack or capture by the Burmese forces. This video was initiated by and produced in
collaboration with WITNESS partner Burma Issues, which is based in Thailand, to address an
information gap among general Thai audiences and Thai decision-makers and to provide
information about the reasons Karen refugees and economic migrants cross the border into
Thailand. It is intended to be used in advocacy and awareness-raising contexts outside Thailand
as well. This collaboration also provided an occasion to expand Burma Issues’ use of video,
train them to create advocacy videos, consider new audiences, and produce more finished
pieces from the powerful footage gathered.



17 FOLLOWING ANTIGONE: FORENSIC ANTHROPOLOGY AND HUMAN RIGHTS INVESTIGATIONS
WITNESS recently completed Following Antigone, a 40-minute video produced with our longstanding
partners at the Equipo Argentino de Antropologia Forense/Argentine Forensic Anthropology
Team (EAAF). EAAF uses forensic sciences, including anthropology, to uncover the truth of
massacres, disappearances, and other gross violations of human rights so that they can then
help the families of victims recover the remains of their loved ones and provide evidence to
courts. This EAAF-WITNESS collaboration documents the stages of their work from pre-interviews
and exhumations to trials and reburials, drawing on their landmark exhumation at El Mozote 
in eastern El Salvador, which EAAF has been documenting over the past 10 years, as well as
on other examples from around the world. It also explores the history of EAAF and shows the
reasons why science is an essential part of human rights investigations. The film will be an
important contribution to the growing field of international justice, and will be distributed to
decision-makers considering using forensic anthropology in human rights work, and seen by
judges, forensic anthropology and human rights students, and human rights organizations.
WITNESS will also broadcast a short version on the film on its website and is in discussions
with ABC’s ‘20/20’ about a program on EAAF’s work.

RISE: REVOLUTIONARY WOMEN REENVISIONING AFGHANISTAN
Shot by members of the Revolutionary Association of the Women of Afghanistan using both 
a regular and a WITNESS hidden camera, Rise documents the lives of Afghans following the
American-led military campaign. RAWA members interview refugees and victims of factional
fighting and Taliban abuse as well as residents who witnessed the bombings of civilian homes.
RAWA spokeswomen call for gender equality, democracy, freedom, and an end to foreign military
intervention. Introduced by playwright Eve Ensler, Rise is currently being used by the Afghan
Women’s Mission and numerous other women’s organizations to promote the rebuilding of
Afghanistan’s infrastructure, to call for a peacekeeping force throughout the country, and to
promote women’s equality.



18SET APART
Produced with WITNESS partner the Arab Association for Human Rights (HRA), this documentary
provides insight into the discrimination faced by Palestinian Arab Israeli citizens. Shot in 1999
and based on a WITNESS/HRA co-production entitled Palestinian Arab Citizens of Israel: A Case
Study of Discrimination, the film documents civil rights violations by the State of Israel against
Arab residents of villages that are not officially recognized. Issues addressed include the
unequal budget allocations for Israelís Arab towns and the poor living conditions of displaced
Palestinian Arabs who were uprooted from their homes after the establishment of the state
but who remain inside Israel because they are prohibited from returning to their native villages. 

RULE OF THE GUN IN SUGARLAND
Produced by long-time WITNESS partner Joey Lozano - a journalist, human rights activist and
videographer with the organization INSIGHTS - this video documents a period of three months
following attacks on landless peasants in the Philippines. Rule of the Gun emerged as Lozano
was working with NAKAMATA, an organization of landless peasants fighting for their right to
ancestral lands, to train them to use video as a tool for documentation and advocacy. Members
of NAKAMATA were documenting the peaceful and legal pursuit of ancestral land claims on the
island of Mindanao when three indigenous leaders were murdered, others were attacked, and
a village was razed. Video suddenly became a tool for responding to these attacks. Even as
police and authorities failed to act, Lozano and NAKAMATA were on the scene in the immediate
aftermath, documenting, gathering evidence, interviewing and recording the scene of the crime.

NOW IS THE HARDEST TIME
In collaboration with representatives of our partner organization the Women’s Commission of
UCIZONI (Union de Comunidades Indigenas de la Zona Norte del Istmo) in Mexico, WITNESS
completed an English re-versioning of a video in which indigenous villagers talk about the
impact of government social policies and economic globalization on their lives.



19 GARIFUNAS HOLDING GROUND
After numerous attempts to shut down an illegal highway that is destroying crops, old growth
forest and water supplies and clearing the way for invaders to usurp their communally-owned
ancestral lands, the Afro-indigenous Garífuna population of Honduras turned to video. The
Comité de Emergencia Garífuna approached WITNESS for video technology and training to
document attacks against their community and the destruction of their crops, water and way
of life. Together, WITNESS and the Comité released both a Spanish and English documentary,
Garífunas Holding Ground (Lucha Garífuna), online at our website, www.witness.org, to coincide
with the airing of the 70-minute documentary on WITNESS by Canal + in Spain that spotlights
the plight of the Comité de Emergencia Garífuna. Politically and economically marginalized for
their race and unique culture and history, this population of African and indigenous Arawak
and Carib descent hopes that video will contribute to safeguarding their rights. In the coming
year, WITNESS will collaborate with the Garífunas to encourage international agencies such as
USAID to support the rehabilitation of an existing and ecologically-sound alternative to the
current illegal highway. 

VOICES FROM SILENCE
This video produced in collaboration with Sister Witness International and students at the Bard
Human Rights clinic features testimonies from survivors of abuse in psychiatric institutions in
New York.

IDPS IN COLOMBIA
WITNESS provided feedback on a rough cut of a video produced by our partners at MINGA in
Colombia, detailing the situation for internally-displaced persons (IDPs) in regions where they
work. In January of 2003, a long-standing WITNESS volunteer will provide on-site support to
MINGA to complete the production. 
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MAKING A DIFFERENCE WITH
GOVERNMENTS AND 
INTERNATIONAL AGENCIES
WITNESS makes sure the videos it produces with 
its partners are shown to lawmakers and government
officials that can affect change. 

Rule of the Gun in Sugarland given to president of
the Philippines at World Economic Forum. At the
World Economic Forum, WITNESS hand delivered 
a copy of Rule of the Gun in Sugarland to the
President of the Philippines. We also broadcast it 
on our website and created an online ‘Rights Alert’
where WITNESS partners and supporters were
asked to write to authorities in the Philippines 
urging them to investigate the attacks and provide
protection to NAKAMATA. Footage included in the 
video was broadcast on the top Philippine investigative
TV show and provided to the National Bureau of
Investigation in the Philippines as evidence of the
attacks on landless peasants. Under pressure from
local and international sources, the NBI conducted 
a thorough investigation. In early 2002, murder
charges were brought against three individuals
deemed responsible for the attacks, and as of the
start of 2003 there have been two arrests and one
individual remains at large. It was the first time in
the history of the coalition that a murder in their
community had been properly investigated by the
National Bureau of Investigation.

U.N. pressured by MDRI video to investigate abusive
practices in psychiatric institutions in Kosovo.
Mental Disability Rights International (MDRI), a long
standing WITNESS partner, released its new report,
Not On the Agenda: Human Rights of People with
Mental Disabilities in Kosovo. Video images from
United Nations-run institutions for people with mental
disabilities in Shtime, Kosovo, provided vivid testimony
and a visceral impact by corroborating allegations 
of rape and sexual assault, physical violence, gross
neglect and other human rights abuses. The video
was shown to UN Delegates, NGOs, and members 
of the advocacy community at a special screening
and press conference in New York. MDRI first learned
the power of video in 2001 when it produced a short
video entitled Forgotten People about the abuses 
in psychiatric institutions in Mexico, which was
instrumental in pressuring the Mexican government
to reform the system of care for people suffering
from mental illness. MDRI presented video footage
as a key element in its report on abuses in Mexico’s
psychiatric facilities to the Inter-American Commission
on Human Rights. As a consequence, and for the
first time, the annual report of the Commission on
Mexico’s human rights record raised concerns about
conditions in the country’s psychiatric facilities.

FORGOTTEN PEOPLE WAS VERY USEFUL TO OUR DELIBERATIONS AND VERY
DRAMATIC. IT’S ONE THING TO SAY THAT IN A COUNTRY WITH LIMITED RESOURCES
OR GREAT PROBLEMS OF INCOME DISTRIBUTION THE MENTALLY DISABLED POOR
HAVE A ROUGH TIME. IT’S QUITE ANOTHER THING TO SEE THE KIND OF NEGLECT,
WHICH IS BY NO MEANS BENIGN, THAT THESE PEOPLE SUFFER UNDER.”
Juan Mendez, Inter-American Commission on Human Rights, from The Washington Post, November 21, 2002.

“



A Public Service Announcement produced for the
CICC, a great tool for education. The Coalition for the
International Criminal Courts (CICC) commissioned
WITNESS to produce a Public Service Announcement
in 1999, which was shown at an ICC meeting shortly
before the 60th signature and ratification of the Treaty
of Rome. NGO and government officials from around
the world were present at the screening and it sparked
renewed interest in the PSA. TVE and Spain’s Cadena
3 both obtained copies for broadcast. In September,
representatives from the Coalition for the International
Criminal Courts’ regional offices attended a reception
in New York to celebrate the first Assembly of State
Parties. They all related how useful the WITNESS
PSA on the International Criminal Court had been -
especially in conjunction with the WITNESS/Women’s
Caucus for Gender Justice production If Hope Were
Enough - in providing a way to introduce the subject
at conferences, schools and workshops, and to
demonstrate at a visceral level why the ICC was
necessary. The PSA has also been screened at the
European Parliament.

Behind the Labels screened on Capitol Hill.
On May 21, three weeks after the ‘Looking Behind
the Labels’ Week, there was a screening on Capitol
Hill for Congressmen and staffers, sponsored by Rep.
George Miller (D-CA). Over 35 staffers, Department
of Labor and other government officials, as well as
journalists and representatives of the Northern
Marianas government, attended to watch the film
and to hear Chie Abad, a former sweatshop worker
and central figure in the film, speak. Many attendees
expressed their amazement at the continued abuses
and renewed interest in ensuring that reform on
Saipan gets back on the legislative agenda.
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FINALLY, HERE’S A SITE USING TECHNOLOGY AS A TOOL TO FIGHT FOR
HUMAN RIGHTS. IT IS POLITICALLY UNCOMPROMISING AND ITS PLAN 
IS SIMPLE: IT GIVES VIDEO AND WEB BROADCASTING EQUIPMENT TO
ENABLE PEOPLE TO TELL THEIR OWN STORY. THE WEBSITE ACTS AS 
A PORTAL THROUGH WHICH THE PUBLIC CAN BE MOBILIZED TO ACT AND
CAMPAIGN AGAINST HUMAN RIGHTS VIOLATIONS.”
BBC World,August 2002

“



22New WITNESS ‘Rights Alerts’ were broadcast every six weeks on our website www.witness.org
in conjunction with online opportunities for activism. Our site now receives over 1.3 million
hits and over 37,000 unique visitors each month. The ‘Rights Alerts’ are the most frequently
visited part of the site. Recent ‘Alerts’ include:

TERRA NAS NOSSAS MÃOS, produced together with Landless Workers Movement in Brazil
(MST), marks the 6 year anniversary of the killing of 19 landless workers in rural Brazil by military
police. At the time of the launch, the trial of the massacre had yet to be completed. All 4 judges
designated by the State Court to preside over the case had acted in ways that cast serious
doubt upon their impartiality and had been recused from the case. MST and WITNESS pressed
for the Brazilian Senate and Congress to support a proposed Constitutional amendment that
federalizes human rights crimes.

A RIGHT TO JUSTICE was shot by WITNESS partner Jesus Tecú Osorio and produced by WITNESS.
Focusing on the indigenous massacres during the civil war in Guatemala, the video documents
the aftermath of the Río Negro massacre and the community’s struggle to attain proper
compensation and social justice. On March 13, 1982, 177 Maya-Achí women and children
from the village of Río Negro were massacred by the army and civil patrol groups; 18 children,
including Osorio, were forced to witness the murders and subsequently work as servants in
the homes of the executioners. This village was specifically targeted by the army because of
its members’ refusal to leave their ancestral lands located in the basin of the future Chixoy
hydroelectric dam funded by the Inter-American Development Bank (IDB) and the World Bank. 

THE ROAD TO PINEAPPLE, created and narrated by filmmaker, WITNESS partner, and indigenous
rights activist Joey Lozano, details the negative impact on the indigenous T'boli people of 
for-export pineapple growing in the Philippines - an industry promoted by USAID - and calls for
input by local communities into development decision-making. 

WITNESS additionally broadcast versions of the following videos as ‘Rights Alerts’: Rule of the 
Gun in Sugarland, Rise: Revolutionary Women Re-envisioning Afghanistan, Books Not Bars,
Voices from Silence, Fueling Abuse, and Behind the Labels: Garment Workers in U.S. Saipan.

RIGHTS ALERTS’
GALVANIZE AUDIENCES
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REACHING OUT TO UNIVERSITIES
AND SCHOOLS

WITNESS taught a semester-long class at Bard
College in which students produced a special
‘Rights Alert,’ Voices from Silence, about women 
who were abused while in psychiatric institutions,
as well as a ‘Rights Alert’ entitled Fueling Abuse
with the Burma Humanitarian Mission.

WITNESS teamed up with Parsons Graduate School’s
MFA Design & Technology program for a course focused
on ways for WITNESS to launch its website for the
next generation of Internet - Internet II, which delivers
video 45,000 times faster than the current net.

Since January WITNESS has hosted over 20 interns
and volunteers from countries around the world,
including Bulgaria,Colombia,Brazil, Sierra Leone, India,
Puerto Rico, Venezuela, Pakistan, France, Canada,
and England.

In October, WITNESS taught a video advocacy class
for students at the Gallatin School of Individualized
Study at New York University.

WITNESS continues to reach out to universities 
and schools to incorporate human rights issues 
in their curricula:  

The Books Not Bars video and accompanying lesson
plan were featured in the spring/summer catalogue
of “Teaching for Change”, a publication with a national
circulation of 25,000 that is dedicated to promoting
the “Best Kindergarten-College Resources in Equity
and Social Justice.” Books Not Bars is prominently
featured as a “great way to politicize teens.”

WITNESS screened Books Not Bars at ‘Right2Fight’,
a cross-disciplinary event on the theme of police
violence hosted by Sarah Lawrence College. Human
rights activists - including the Ella Baker Center for
Human Rights, Stolen Lives Video Project, October
22 Coalition to Stop Police Brutality, Repression 
and the Criminalization of a Generation, and the
Lawyers Committee for Human Rights - came 
together to address this issue of worldwide
concern. The ‘Right2Fight’ conference also
included screenings of the video at New York
University and Bard College.
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FILM FESTIVALS AND PRESENTATIONS

In June, the Human Rights Watch International Film
Festival, at Lincoln Center in New York, presented 
a sold-out showcase of WITNESS’ recent work and
campaigns. An audience of over 200 watched
Operation Fine Girl as well as WITNESS PSAs and
excerpts from recent videos presented by WITNESS
staff, partners and volunteers. At a reception
afterward, over 100 people signed a petition calling
on the Guatemalan government to provide enhanced
protection to WITNESS partner Jesus Tecu Osorio and
his colleagues, who face death threats for seeking
accountability for massacres in the 1980’s 
in Guatemala.

Behind the Labels: Garment Workers on U.S. Saipan
was screened at the DC Labor Film Festival, held at
the AFI Kennedy Center in Washington DC, and also
at the Seoul Labor Film Festival.

Rise: Revolutionary Women Re-envisioning Afghanistan
was screened at the Women’s Film Festival in Seoul,
Korea. Rise was also shown during a film series
exploring media representations of Afghanistan
hosted by MediaRights.org and MAKOR in New York,
and along with Operation Fine Girl was presented at
the Globalvisions Film Festival in Edmonton, Canada.

Books Not Bars is currently on tour across California
with numerous presentations organized by members
of the Elle Baker Center for Human Rights, including
a screening at the San Francisco Black Film Festival,
a festival celebrating the cinema of African America
and the African cultural Diaspora, and at the Bioneers
Conference in San Rafael, a gathering of visionaries
with practical solutions for restoring the Earth. 
The screenings are accompanied by spoken word
and hip-hop performances along with various other
art forms that address issues raised in the video.

WITNESS screened Books Not Bars and Behind the
Labels at the annual meeting of the Social Venture
Network, reaching an important cross-section of the
nation’s philanthropic and business community. 
The documentaries were particularly relevant to this
year’s event, which focused on the role of business
as a force for social justice.  



25 Operation Fine Girl and another WITNESS production
titled Children of War were featured at the launch of
the Photo Exhibit on the Impact of Armed Conflict on
Girls at the United Nations and at the launch of the
New York-based Schools for Global Peace Program.
The presenting hosts of the event were Olara Otunnu,
U.N. Special Representative of the Secretary-
General for Children and Armed Conflict, and Carol
Bellamy, the Executive Director of UNICEF. Excerpts
from WITNESS productions including Operation Fine
Girl, The Diamond Life and footage from WITNESS
partners in Sri Lanka were also incorporated into a
new production on children in armed conflict that
premiered at the U.N. Special Session on Children.

Operation Fine Girl was shown at the Women’s Forum
conference in Canada and at a women’s international
conference in South Africa. WITNESS also partnered
with the United Nations to screen the video for the 40
member organizations of the Sierra Leone Human
Rights Committee to commemorate UNAMSIL’s 16
day campaign against gender-based violence.

WITNESS attended the Social Media Conference
organized by American University’s new Center 
for Social Media. WITNESS was one of 20 other
organizations considered leaders in social issue
media invited to discuss the state of the field and
how this new center can play an active role. WITNESS’
Executive Director will be part of an ongoing advisory
council to the Center. In the Fall, WITNESS staff
participated in a panel as part of the Human Rights
Watch Film Festival held at American University.

WITNESS presented its work at the National Alliance
of Media, Arts and Culture conference in Seattle.
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AWARDS FOR WITNESS

WITNESS was honored at the annual Council on
Foundations meeting with the Henry Hampton Award
for Excellence in Film and Digital Media for 4 recent
foundation-sponsored productions: Forgotten
People, a PSA for the International Criminal Court,
Video For Change: A Practical Guide for Activists,
and Refugees: The Last Resort.

Behind the Labels won the 2002 Sydney Hillman Prize
for Best Television/Radio Documentary Category.

Books Not Bars won a documentary award at the
San Francisco Black Film Festival.

WITNESS Executive Director Gillian Caldwell is 
in the final stage of consideration for the Ashoka
Fellowship, an award given by the Ashoka Foundation
(www.ashoka.org) to individuals who advance social
entrepreneurship.

WITNESS Program Associate Ronit Avni was among
eight individuals selected to receive a Joshua
Venture Fellowship for young social entrepreneurs to
"create a more just, vibrant, and inclusive American
Jewish community." Ronit recently initiated the Just
Vision Project, which uses video, the Internet and
accompanying educational materials to profile
Israeli and Palestinian advocates actively seeking 
to promote peace, tolerance and respect for human
rights among their respective societies. These tools
will catalyze dialogue about how American Jews can
amplify these grassroots progressive responses to
the ongoing conflict.

Seeing is Believing: Handicams, Human Rights and
the News, a documentary that features the work 
of WITNESS and its partners, won the prestigious
Abraham Award for Films of Conflict and Resolution
at the Hamptons International Film Festival. A portion
of the cash prize of $25,000 will be donated by the
film’s Canadian producers to Joey Lozano, the
WITNESS partner in the Philippines whose work
formed the central narrative thread for the film.
WITNESS also participated in post-screening
discussions of the film at the world’s premier
documentary festival, IDFA, in Amsterdam, and 
in a workshop on the future of documentary.



27 In November 2002, WITNESS was featured in a lengthy
article in The Washington Post as well as in the New
York Times.

WITNESS’ innovative website www.witness.org was
featured on BBCWorld.com in August 2002.

WITNESS Executive Director Gillian Caldwell and
Board member Van Jones were featured on CNN
‘Business Unusual’ in an interview about their
participation in the World Economic Forum.  

WITNESS and its partner Joey Lozano are center
stage in Seeing is Believing: Handicams, Human
Rights and the News, a documentary funded by the
National Film Board of Canada about the “handicam
revolution”, which has been airing worldwide in
festivals and on television since the Fall. Seeing is
Believing was also featured in numerous Canadian
publications including the Montreal Gazette, Toronto
Star, Montreal Mirror, and the Vancouver Sun.

During the Human Rights Watch International Film
Festival, WITNESS was profiled in the Daily News
and the Village Voice.

The Web Review (www.thewebreview.com) profiled the
WITNESS website and awarded it a 9 out of 10 rating.

WITNESS and the Global Survival Network were
featured on CBSNews.com for their coverage of
Russia’s trafficking of women for the sex trade. 

WITNESS IN THE MEDIA  

WITNESS programming blocks continue to be
broadcast, with accompanying calls for action,
on the two leading progressive satellite television
channels reaching 25 million homes nationwide -
Freespeech TV and Worldlink - and Freespeech TV
featured a series of programs produced by our
partners in the Philippines.

Executive Producer Gillian Caldwell and footage 
from Rise, the WITNESS video on the American-led
invasion of Afghanistan, were featured on PBS ‘World
At Large’, hosted by political analyst David Gergen.

WITNESS was profiled in an interview with Program
Coordinator Sam Gregory for the evening show on
Danish National Radio, broadcast in early August.

Three WITNESS-related case studies on the use of
video in human rights advocacy are to be featured 
in a case-study book prepared for the International
Human Rights Funders Group.

Canal + Television, based in Spain, produced a
feature-length documentary about the work of
WITNESS. Following its premiere in Spain in late
December, the Canal + documentary will be broadcast
throughout Europe on Canal + affiliates. In the lead-
up to the prime-time broadcast, the Sunday magazine
of the leading Spanish newspaper El País published
a feature article on WITNESS’ work. WITNESS also
broadcast a Spanish-language ‘Rights Alert’ on our
partners in Honduras to coincide with the broadcast.
HBO is currently considering a broadcast of the
documentary in the U.S.

Program Associate Ronit Avni was interviewed about
WITNESS in Satya Magazine, ‘Video Activism: Those
With Eyes Shall See’, and on MediaChannel.org.
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CONCLUSION

EACH YEAR, WITNESS REFINES AND EXPANDS ITS ABILITY TO REACH 
AND MOTIVATE THOSE AUDIENCES WHOSE ACTIONS CAN PRODUCE THE
CONCRETE CHANGES NECESSARY TO ESTABLISH, PROTECT AND DEFEND
THE RIGHTS OF OUR PARTNERS AND HUMAN RIGHTS ACTIVISTS AROUND
THE WORLD. AS WE LOOK TOWARD THE COMING YEAR, WE WILL ENSURE
THAT OUR PARTNERS CONTINUE TO HAVE ACCESS TO CUTTING EDGE
TECHNOLOGY AND THE SUPPORT THEY NEED TO MAKE A LASTING
DIFFERENCE IN THEIR COMMUNITIES.



2002 Income Amount $

Foundations 426,349

Pro Bono Goods & Services 291,273

Individual Donors 268,370

Contracted Services: Presentations,
Video Production, Teaching 140,972

Board of Directors 107,250

Corporations 43,639

Video Licensing & Sales 21,483

Miscellaneous 8,494

Investments 1,540

Total Income                             $1,309,370
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FINANCIALS 

1 This partial financial summary is extracted from 
our audited financial statement for FY02 (June 1,
2001-May 31, 2002). A copy of the audit, which 
includes cash carryforward from the prior fiscal 
year, is available upon request. 

2 Partial list of supporters: Tides Foundation, Ford 
Foundation, Glaser Progress Foundation, Lifebridge
Foundation, Rausing Trust (U.K.), Open Society 
Institute, Donner Foundation, Public Welfare 
Foundation, Fireman Family Foundation and 
Rockefeller Foundation.

Foundations

Pro Bono Goods & Services

Individual Donors

Contracted Services: 
Presentations, Video Production, Teaching

Board of Directors

Corporations
Video Licensing & Sales
Miscellaneous
Investments



2002 Expenses Amount $

Education & Outreach 437,544 

Video Production/Production Training 373,967 

Training: Camera Use 
& Advocacy Strategy 134,300

Leasehold Improvements/Database 85,876 

Fundraising 61,448 

Management & General 61,276 

Total Expenses $1,154,411
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3 Pro Bono goods and services include: legal,
video production, graphic design, architecture,
printing, translation, web development and 
donated equipment.

4 Leasehold improvements and database 
developments were one-time costs associated 
with office relocation. Most services were Pro Bono.

Education & Outreach

Video Production/Production Training

Training: Camera Use & Advocacy Strategy

Leasehold Improvements/Database

Fundraising

Management & General
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